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Editor's Comment

ulpture, painting, architecture, ornament and design; its manifestain organic and inorganic nature; its philosophical and mathematical
icance. Symmetry establishes a ridiculous and wonderful cousinship
een objects, phenomena and theories outwardly unrelated: terrestrial
etism, women's veils, polarized light, natural selection, the theory of

ps, invariants and transformations, the work habits of bees in the
the structure of space, vase designs, quantum physics, scarabs,
r petals, X-ray interference patterns, cell division in sea urchins,
brium positions of crystals, Romanesque cathedrals, snowflakes,
c, the theory of relativity. The structure of these relationships is

ted by Weyl in a remarkable sweep. The style is not always easy;
er is the subject. Nevertheless the book affords an entry into a proand fascinating subject which demonstrates, perhaps uniquely, the
ng of the mathematical intellect, the evolution of intuitive concepts
rand systems of abstract ideas. I have selected the first two of the
es—on bilateral and related symmetries; I was tempted to give the
series. You will discover within a few pages why it was so hard to
the inclination.
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What immortal hand or eye,
Dare frame thy fear/ui symmetry?

Symmetry

—WILL

By HERMANN
BILATERAL SYMMETRY

IF I am not mistaken the word symmetry is used in our everyday
in two meanings. In the one sense symmetric means something
proportioned, well-balanced, and symmetry denotes that sort of
ance of several parts by which they integrate into a whole.
bound up with symmetry. Thus Polykleitos, who wrote a book o
tion and whom the ancients praised for the harmonious perfect
sculptures, uses the word, and Dürer follows him in setting dow
of proportions for the human figure.' In this sense the idea is by
restricted to spatial objects; the synonym "harmony" points mo
its acoustical and musical than its geometric applications. Eben
good German equivalent for the Greek symmetry; for like this

also the connotation of "middle measure," the mean toward w
virtuous should strive in their actions according to Aristotl
machean Ethics, and which Galen in De tern peramentis describ
state of mind which is equally removed from both extremes: o-v'4
oir€p KTpOv r6iV w(pow EiT€X€1.
The image of the balance provides a natural link to the second
which the word symmetry is used in modern times: bilateral s
the symmetry of left and right, which is so conspicuous in the
of the higher animals, especially the human body. Now this bilat

metry is a strictly geometric and, in contrast to the vague
symmetry discussed before, an absolutely precise concept. A
spatial configuration, is symmetric with respect to a given plane
1 Dürer, Vier Bucher von menschlicher Proportion, 1528. To be exact, D
self does not use the word symmetry, but the "authorized" Latin transla
friend Joachjm Camerarius (1532) bears the title De svmmetria parrium
tv, 2) that "the empl

kleitos the statement is ascribed (€,I eXon-o1p,

.

.

a great many numbers would almost engender correctness in sculpture.
Herbert Senk, Au sujet de l'expression ovaze1-pia dans Diodore i, 9
Chronique d'Egypte 26 (1951), pp. 63—66. Vitruvius defines: "Symmetry r
proportion .
Proportion is the commensuration of the various consti
with the whole." For a more elaborate modern attempt in the same di
George David Birkhoff, Aesthetic measure, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard

Press, 1933, and the lectures by the same author on "A mathematical

aesthetics and its applications to poetry and music," Rice Institute Pamphl
(July, 1932), pp. 189—342.
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ed into itself by reflection in E. Take any line 1 perpendicular to E

pa

p',

E

FIGURE 1—Reflection in S.

p

that carries the arbitrary point p into this
its

ides with p only if p is on F. Reflection in E is that mapping of space

any point p on I: there exists one and only one point p' O I which
he same distance from F hut lies on the other side. The point p'

itself, S: p —

r image p' with respect to E. A mapping is defined whenever a rule
ablished by which every point p is associated with an image p'. Anexample: a rotation around a perpendicular axis, say by 300, carries
point p of space into a point p' and thus defines a mapping. A figure
otational symmetry around an axis I if it is carried into itself by all
ons around 1. Bilateral symmetry appears thus as the first case of a
etric concept of symmetry that refers to such operations as reflections
ations. Because of their complete rotational symmetry, the circle in
ane, the sphere in space were considered by the Pythagoreans the
perfect geometric figures, and Aristotle ascribed spherical shape to
lestial bodies because any other would detract from their heavenly
ction. It is in this tradition that a modern poet 2 addresses the Divine
as "Thou great symmetry":
God, Thou great symmetry,
Who put a biting lust in me
From whence my sorrows spring,
For ciii the fritterer! days
That I have spent in shapeless ways
Give inc one perfect thing.

from 7/ic (onle/np/ahiie (jiiarri', 1-larcourt, Brace and

metry, as wide or as narrow as you may define its meaning, is one
y which man through the ages has tried to comprehend and create
beauty, and perfection.
course these lectures will take is as follows.2 First I will discuss

na \Vickham. "Envoi,
21.

e first two lectures are given here. Lecture 3 deals with ornamental symmetry,
4 with crystals and the general mathematical idea of symmetry. in.

Symmetry

bilateral symmetry in some

detail and its role in art as
well as organic and inorganic
nature. Then we shall generalize this concept gradually, in
the direction indicated by our

example of rotational symmetry, first staying within the
confines of geometry, but then
going beyond these limits
through the process of mathe-

matical abstraction along a
road that will finally lead us
to a mathematical idea of
great generality, the Platonic
idea as it were behind all the
special appearances and applications of symmetry. To a
certain degree this scheme is
typical for all theoretic knowl-

edge: We begin with some
general but vague principle
(symmetry in the first sense),

then find an important case
where we can give that notion a concrete precise meaning (bilateral symmetry), and
from that case we gradually
rise again to generality, guided

more by mathematical construction and abstraction than
by the mirages of philosophy;
and if we are lucky we end up
with an idea no less universal

than the one from which we
started. Gone may be much
of its emotional appeal, but it
has the same or even greater
unifying power in the realm

of thought and is exact instead of vague.
I open the discussion on bilateral symmetry by using this

FIGURE 2
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e Greek sculpture from the fourth century B.C., the statue of a praying
Figure 2), to let you feel as in a symbol the great significance of this
of symmetry both for life and art. One may ask whether the aesthetic
of symmetry depends on its vital value: Did the artist discover the
metry with which nature according to some inherent law has endowed

eatures, and then copied and perfected what nature presented but in
rfect realizations; or has the aesthetic value of symmetry an indeent source? I am inclined to think with Plato that the mathematical
is the common origin of both: the mathematical laws governing
e are the origin of symmetry in nature, the intuitive realization of the
n the creative artist's mind its origin in art; although I am ready to
t that in the arts the fact of the bilateral symmetry of the human
in its outward appearance has acted as an additional stimulus.
all ancient peoples the Sumerians seem to have been particularly
of strict bilateral or heraldic symmetry. A typical design on the
us silver vase of King Entemena, who ruled in the city of Lagash

d 2700 B.C., shows a lion-headed eagle with spread wings en face,
of whose claws grips a stag in side view, which in its turn is frontally

FIGURE 3

Symmetry

FIGURE 4

attacked by a lion (the stags in the upper design are replaced b
the lower) (Figure 3). Extension of the exact symmetry of the
the other beasts obviously enforces their duplication. Not much
eagle is given two heads facing in either direction, the formal
of symmetry thus completely overwhelming the imitative princip
to nature. This heraldic design can then be followed to Persia, S
to Byzantium, and anyone who lived before the First World
remember the double-headed eagle in the coats-of-arms of Czar
and the Austro-Hungarian monarchy.
Look now at this Sumerian picture (Figure 4). The two eagl
men are nearly but not quite symmetric; why not? In plane geo
flection in a vertical line I can also be brought about by rotating
in space around the axis I by 180°. If you look at their arms yo
say these two monsters arise from each other by such rotation;
lappings depicting their position in space prevent the plane pic

having bilaterial symmetry. Yet the artist aimed at that sym
giving both figures a half turn toward the observer and als
arrangement of feet and wings: the drooping wing is the right o
left figure. the left one in the right figure.

The designs on the cylindrical Babylonian seal stones are fr
ruled by heraldic symmetry. I remember seeing in the collecti
fumier colleague, the late Ernst Herzteld, samples where for sy
sake not the head, hut the lower bull-shaped part of a god's body,

in profile, was doubled and given four instead of two hind
Christian times one may see an analogy in certain representatio
Eucharist as on this Byzantine platen (Figure 5). where two sy
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Christs are facing the disciples. But here symmetry is not complete and
has clearly more than formal significance, for Christ on one side breaks
the bread, on the other pours the wine.
Between Sumeria and Byzantium let me insert Persia: These enameled
sphinxes (Figure 6) are from Darius' palace in Susa built in the days of
Marathon. Crossing the Aegean we find these floor patterns (Figure 7)
at the Megaron in Tiryns, late helladic about 1200 B.C. Who believes
strongly in historic continuity and dependence will trace the graceful
designs of marine life, dolphin and octopus, back to the Minoan culture
of Crete, the heraldic symmetry to oriental, in the last instance Sumerian,
influence. Skipping thousands of years we still see the same influences at
work in this plaque (Figure 8) from the altar enclosure in the dome of
Torcello, Italy, eleventh century AD. The peacocks drinking from a pine
well among vine leaves are an ancient Christian symbol of immortality,
the structural heraldic symmetry is oriental.
For in contrast to the orient, occidental art, like life itself, is inclined
to mitigate, to loosen, to modify, even to break strict symmetry. But
seldom is asymmetry merely the absence of symmetry. Even in asymmetric designs one feels symmetry as the norm from which one deviates
under the influence of forces of non-formal character. I think the riders

,Sr,n,,,ei, v
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FIGURE 6

FIGURE

FIGURE 5

from the famous Etruscan fomb of the Triclinium at Corneto (Figure 9)
provide a good example. I have already mentioned representations of the
Eucharist with Christ duplicated handiny out bread and v inc. fhc central
group, Mary flanked by two antels. in this mosaic of the I ord's Ascension
Figure I ) in the cathedral at Monreale, Sicily ( tsscllth century), has
almost perfect symmetry. I'he hand ornaments above and below the
mosaic will demand our attention in the second lecturc.I The principle of
symmetry is somewhat less strictly observed in an earlier mosaic from San
Apollinare in Ravcnna I Figure 10), showiiii Christ surrounded by an
angelic guard of honor. For instance Mary in the Monreale mosaic raises
hoth hands symmetrically, in the oranv gesttire: here only the right hands

Her,nann
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FIGURE 9

FIGURE

are raised. Asymmetry has made further inroads in the next picture
(Figure 11), a Byzantine relief ikon from San Marco, Venice. It is a
Deësis, and, of course, the two figures praying for mercy as the Lord
is about to pronounce the last judgment cannot be mirror images of each

other; for to the right stands his Virgin Mother, to the left John the
Baptist. You may also think of Mary and John the Evangelist on both
sides of the cross in crucifixions as examples of broken symmetry.
Clearly we touch ground here where the precise geometric notion of
bilateral symmetry begins to dissolve into the vague notion of .'1usgewogenheit, balanced design with which we started. "Symmetry," says
Dagobert Frey in an article On the Problem of Sym,netry in Art,4
"signifies

rest and binding, asymmetry motion and loosening, the one

order and law, the other arbitrariness and accident, the one formal rigidity
and constraint, the other life, play and freedom." Wherever God or Christ
are represented as symbols for everlasting truth or justice they are given
in the symmetric frontal view, not in profile. Probably for similar reasons
public buildings and houses of worship, whether they are Greek temples
or Christian hasilicas and cathedrals, are bilaterally symmetric. It is, how1

Studium Generale, p. 276.

ever, true that not infrequently the two towers of Gothic cathedrals are
different, as for instance in Chartres. But in practically every case this
seems to be due to the history of the cathcdral, namely to the fact that the
towers were built in different periods. It is understandable that a later
time was no longer satisfied with the design of an earlier period hence
one may speak here of historic asymmetry. Mirror images occur where
there is a mirror, be it a lake reflecting a landscape or a glass mirror into
which a woman looks. Nature as well as painters make use of this motif.
I trust, examples will easily come to your mind. The one most familiar to
me, because I look at it in my study every day, is Hodler's Lake of Silvaplan a.

While we are about to turn from art to nature, let us tarry a few minutes
and first consider what one may call the mathematical philosophy of left
and richt. To the scientific mind there is no inner difference, no polarity
hetween left and right, as there is for instance in the contrast of male and
female, or of the anterior and posterior ends of an animal. It requires an
arhitrary act of choice to determine what is left and what is right. But
after it is made for one body it is determined for every body. I must try
to make this a little clearer. In space the distinction of left and right concerns the orientation of a screw. If you speak of turning left you mean
that the sense in which you turn combined with the upward direction from
foot to head of your body forms a left screw. The daily rotation of the
earth together with the direction of its axis from South to North Pole is
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of polarized light sent through them either to the left or to the righL

by this, of course, we mean that the sense in which the plane rotates
while the light travels in a definite direction, combined with that direction,
forms a left screw (or a right one, as the case may he). Hence when we
said above and now repeat in a terminology due to Leihniz, that left and
right are indiscernible, we want to express that the inner structure of space
does not permit us, except by arbitrary choice, to distinguish a left from
a right screw.
I wish to make this fundamental notion still more precise, for on it depends the entire theory of relativity, which is but another aspect of symmetry. According to Euclid one cn describe the structure oi space by a
number of basic relations between points, such as ABC lie on a straight
line. ABCD lie in a plane, AB is congruent CD. Perhaps the best way of
describing the structure of space is the one Helmholtz adopted: by the

FIGURE 10

FIGURE II

a left screw, it is a right screw if YOU give the ax is the Opposite direction.
There are certain crystalline substances called optically active which betray the inner asymmetry of their constitution hy turning the polarization

FIGURE 12
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notion of congruence of figures. A mapping S of space associates
every point p a point p' : p -- p'. A pair of mappings S, S' : p —
of which the one is the inverse of the other, so that if S carries p
' then 5' carries p' back into p and vice versa, is spoken of as a pair

p,

)YY7
FIGURE 13

-to-one mappings or transformations. A transformation which prethe structure of space—and if we define this structure in the Helmway, that would mean that it carries any two congruent figures into
ongruent ones—is called an automorphism by the mathematicians.
z recognized that this is the idea underlying the geometric concept
ilarity. An automorphism carries a figure into one that in Leibniz'
is "indiscernible from it if each of the two figures is considered by
What we mean then by stating that left and right are of the same
e is the fact that reflection in a plane is an automorphism.
ce as such is studied by geometry. But space is also the medium of
ysical occurrences. The structure of the physical world is revealed
general laws of nature. They are formulated in terms of certdin
quantities which are functions in space and time. We would conhat the physical structure of space "contains a screw," to use a

FIGIJRE 14
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suggestive figure of speech, if these laws were not invariant t
with respect to reflection. Ernst Mach tells of the intellectual sh
ceived when he learned as a boy that a magnetic needle is def
certain sense, to the left or to the right, if suspended paralle
through which an electric current is sent in a definite directio
14). Since the whole geometric and physical configuration, inc
electric current and the south and north poles of the magnetic
all appearances, are symmetric with respect to the plane E lai
the wire and the needle, the needle should react like Buridan's as
equal bundles of hay and refuse to decide between left and rig
scales of equal arms with equal weights neither go down on the
on their right side hut stay horizontal. But appearances are s
deceptive. Young Mach's dilemma was the result of a too hast
tion concerning the effect of reflection in E on the electric cu
the positive and negative magnetic poles of the needle: while w
priori how geometric entities fare under reflection, we have to l
nature how the physical quantities behave. And this is what
under reflection in the plane E the electric current preserves its
but the magnetic south and north poles are interchanged. Of c
way out, which re-establishes the equivalence of left and right, i
only because of the essential equality of positive and negative m
All doubts were dispelled when one found that the magnetis
needle has its origin in molecular electric currents circulating a
needle's direction; it is clear that under reflection in the plan
currents change the sense in which they flow.

The net result is that in all physics nothing has shown up i
an intrinsic difference of left and right. Just as all points and all d
in space are equivalent, so are left and right. Position, direction
right are relative concepts. In language tinged with theology thi
relativity was discussed at great length in a famous controversy
Leihniz and Clarke, the latter a clergyman acting as the spoke
Ncwton. Newton with his belief in absolute space and time c
motion a proof of the creation of the world out of God's arbitr
for otherwise it would he inexplicable why matter moves in th
than in any other direction. Leihniz is loath to burden God with
cisions as lack "sufficient reason.' Says he. 'Under the assump
space he something in itself it is impossible to give a reason w
should have put the bodies (without tampering with their mutual d

and relative positions) just at this particular place and not som
else: for instance, why He should not have arranged everythin
opposite order by turning East and West about. If, on the othe
See (1 W. leibniz, Fliilosopliisehe Sc/intten, ccl. Gerhardt
Berlin 1875
pp. 352-440. in particular Leibniz' third letter, § 5.

Rern,ann Weyl
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space is nothing more than the spatial order and relation of things then
the two states supposed above, the actual one and its transposition, are
and therefore it is a quite inin no way different from each other
admissible question to ask why one state was preferred to the other." By
pondering the problem of left and right Kant was first led to his concepKant's opinion seems to
tion of space and time as forms of
If
the
first
creative
act
of
God
had
been the forming of
have been this:
it
a left hand then this hand, even at the time when could be compared
to nothing else, had the distinctive character of left, which can only intuitively hut never conceptually be apprehended. Leibniz contradicts: According to him it would have made no difference if God had created a
"right" hand first rather than a "left" one. One must follow the world's
creation a step further before a difference can appear. Had God, rather
than making first a left and then a right hand, started with a right hand
and then formed another right hand, He would have changed the plan of
the universe not in the first but in the second act, by bringing forth a hand
which was equally rather than oppositely oriented to the first-created
.

.

.

specimen.

Scientific thinking sides with Leihniz. Mythical thinking has always
taken the contrary view as is evinced by its usage of right and left as
symbols for such polar opposites as good and evil. You need only think
of the double meaning of the word right itself. In this detail from Michelangelo's famous Creation of Adam from the Sistine Ceiling (Figure 15)
God's right hand, on the right, touches life into Adam's left.

People shake right hands. Sinister is the Latin word for left, and
heraldry still speaks of the left side of the shield as its sinister side. But
sinistrum is at the same time that which is evil, and in common English
only this figurative meaning of the Latin word survives.7 Of the two male-

factors who were crucified with Christ, the one who goes with Him to
paradise is on His right. St. Matthew, Chapter 25, describes the last judgment as follows: "And he shall set the sheep on his right hand but the
goats on the left. Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand,
Come ye, blessed of my Father, inherit the Kingdom prepared for you
from the foundation of the world... Then he shall say also unto them
on the left hand, Depart from me. ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared
for the devil and his angels."

I remember a lecture Heinrich Wblfflin once delivered in Zurich on
"Right and left in paintings"; together with an article on "The problem of
inversion (Umkehrung) in Raphael's tapestry cartoons," you now find it
printed in abbreviated form in his Gedanhen zur Kunstgeschichte, 1941.
Besides his "Kritik der ieinen Vernunft" see especially § 13 of the Proleç'o,nena ZU

einer jeden kdnjtigen Meiaphvsik.
I am not unaware of the strange fact that as a terminus tech,ncus in the language
of the Roman augurs sinistruni had just the opposite meaning of propitious.

FIGURE I S

By a number of examples, as Raphael's Sistine Madonna and Rembrandt's
etching Landscape with the three trees, Wdlfflin tries to show that right in
painting has another Stimmung.swert than left. Practically all methods of

reproduction interchange left and right, and it seems that former times
were much less sensitive than we are toward such inversion. (Even Rembrandt did not hesitate to bring his Descent from the Cross as a converse
etching upon the market.) Considering that we do a lot more reading
than the people, say, of the sixteenth century, this suggests the hypothesis
that the difference pointed out by Wdfflin is connected with our habit of
reading from left to right. As far as I remember, he himself rejected this
as well as a number of other psychologicai explanations put forward in
the discussion after his lecture. The printed text concludes with the remark
that the problem "obviously has deep roots, roots which reach down to the

very loundations of our sensuou iiature.'
to take the matter that seriously.

for m pail am disinclined

In science the belief in the equivalence or left aria right has been u seid
even in the face of certain biological fact;, presently to he mentioned which
seem to suggest their inequivalence even more strongly than does the de-

viation of the magnetic needle which shocked young Mach. The same
8
Cf. also A. Faistauei, ''I inks und rechtc in iJilde." Ainici',. lolir/nic/i ,Icr Pster—
reulioche,i ( aleru'. 926. p. 77; Julius
Schlo',str. ''Intor no :iIla dliii a dei quadri,''
('utica 28, 1930, p. 72; Paul Oppé. "Right and left in Raphael's cartoons,'' Journal 0/
the Worburv and ('ourtauld institutes 7, 1944, p. 8..
.
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em of equivalence arises with respect to past and future, which are
changed by inverting the direction of time, and with respect to posiand negative electricity.-ln these cases, especially in the second, it is
aps clearer than for the pair left-right that a priori evidence is not
cient to settle the question; the empirical facts have to he consulted.

e sure, the role which past and future play in our consciousness

d indicate their intrinsic difference—the past knowable and unchangethe future unknown and still alterable by decisions taken now—and
would expect that this difference has its basis in the physical laws of
e. But those laws of which we can boast a reasonably certain knowlare invariant with respect to the inversion of time as they are with
ect to the interchange of left and right. Leibniz made it clear that the
oral modi past and future refer to the causal structure of the world.
n if it is true that the exact "wave laws" formulated by quantum
ics are not altered by letting time flow backward, the metaphysical
of causation, and with it the one way character of time, may enter
ics through the statistical interpretation of those laws in terms of
ability and particles. Our present physical knowledge leaves us even
uncertain about the equivalence or non-equivalence of positive and
tive electricity. It seems difficult to devise physical laws in which they
ot intrinsically alike; but the negative counterpart of the positively
ged proton still remains to be discovered.
is half-philosophical excursion was needed as a background for the
ussion of the left-right symmetry in nature; we had to understand that
eneral organization of nature possesses that symmetry. But one will
xpect that any special object of nature shows it to perfection. Even
is surprising to what extent it prevails. There must be a reason for
and it is not far to seek: a state of equilibrium is likely to be symic. More precisely, under conditions which determine a unique state
uilibrium the symmetry of the conditions must carry over to the state

quilibrium. Therefore tennis balls and stars are spheres: the earth
d be a sphere too if it did not rotate around an axis. The rotation
ens it at the poles but the rotational or cylindrical symmetry around
xis is preserved. The feature that needs explanation is, therefore, not
otational symmetry of its shape hut the deviations from this symy as exhibited by the irregular distribution of land and water and
e minute crinkles of mountains on its surface. It is for such reasons
n his monograph on the left-right problem in zoology Wilhelm Ludsays hardly a word about the origin of the bilateral symmetry pre-

ng in the animal kingdom from the echinoderms upward, hut in great
l discusses all sorts of secondary asymmetries superimposed upon the
metrical ground plan.9 I quote: "The human body like that of the

. Ludwig, Rehtr-/inks-Probie,n irn Tierreich und bci,n Menschen, Berlin 1932.

Symmetry

other vertebrates is basically built bilateral-symmetrically. All as
occurring are of secondary character, and the more important o
ing the inner organs are chiefly conditioned by the necessity
testinal tube to increase its surface out of proportion to the gro
body, which lengthening led to an asymmetric folding and rollin
in the course of phylogenetic evolution these first asymmetries c
the intestinal system with its appendant organs brought about as
in other organ systems." It is well known that the heart of mam
asymmetric screw, as shown by the schematic drawing of Figu

FIGURE 16

If nature were all lawfulness then every phenomenon would
full symmetry of the universal laws of nature as formulated by
of relativity. The mere fact that this is not so proves that continge
essential feature of the world. Clarke in his controversy with L
mitted the latter's principle of sufficient reason but added that the
reason often lies in the mere will of God. I think, here Leibniz t
alist is definitely wrong and Clarke on the right track. But it w
been more sincere to deny the principle of sufficient reason a
instead of making God responsible for all that is unreason in t
On the other hand Leibniz was right against Newton and Clark
insight into the principle of relativity. The truth as we see it tod
The laws of nature do not determine uniquely the one world tha
exists, not even if one concedes that two worlds arising from e
by an automorphic transformation. i.e., by a transformation w
serves the universal laws ot nature, are to he considered the sam
If for a lump of matter the overall symmetry inherent in th
nature is limited by nothing hut the accident of its position P th
assume the form of a sphere around the center P. Thus the low
of animals, small creatures suspended in water, are more or less
For forms fixed to the bottom of the ocean the direction of gra
important lactor, narrowing the set of symmetry operations from
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tions around the center P to all rotations about an axis. But for animals
capable of selt—niotion in water, air, or on land both the pust cr0—anterior

direction in which their body moves and the direction of gravity are of
decisive influence. After determination of the antero-posterior, the dorsoventral, and thereby ot the left-right axes, only the distinction between left

and right remains arbitrary, and at this stage no higher symmetry than
the bilateral type can he expected. Factors in the phylogenetic evolution
that tend to introduce inheritable differences between left and right are
likely to he held in check by the advantage an animal derives from the
bilateral formation of its organs of motion, cilia or muscles and limbs: in
case of their asymmetric development a screw-wise instead of a straightforward motion would naturally result. This maw help to explain why
our limbs obey the law of symmetry more strictly than our inner organs.
Aristophanes in Plato's Symposium tells a different story of how the transition from spherical to bilateral symmetry came about. Originally, he
says, man was round, his hack and sides forming a circle. To humble their
pride and might Zeus chit them into two and had Apollo turn their faces
and genitals around: and Zeus had threatened. "If they continue insolent
I will split them again and they shall hop around on a single leg"
The most striking examples of symmetry in the inorganic world are the
crystals. The gaseous and the crystalline are two clear—cut states of matter
which physics finds relatively easy to explain; the states in between these
two extremes, like the fluid and the plastic states, are somewhat less amenable to theory. In the gaseous state molecules move freely around in space
with mutually independent random positions and velocities. In the crystalline state atoms oscillate ahoLit positions of equilibrium as if they were
tied to them by elastic strings. These positions of equilibrium form a fixed
regular configuration in space.10... While most of the thirty-two geometrically possible systems of crystal symmetry involve bilateral symmetry,

not all of them do. Where it is not involved we have the possibility of
so-called enantiomorph erwstals which exist in a laevo— and dextro—form.
each Iorni heing t mirror Image ot the other, like let t and right hands. A
uhst:iuce wInch s opt ie:itlv active. t.e. . turns the plane of polarized light
either left or right, can lie expected to er oall e in ucfi ass mmctric forms.
If the iiicsn form exists iii Ilainic one would 5(tIi1e that the dextria-torm
exisH like\ ie. mid it)iit iii thC Ivci1rtC hoth occur with iitiiul frequencies.
In I t—t8 Pa,teur made the discovery that w lien the sodiuni Ii1trnoiULii1i salt
of opticalls inactive raccnhic acid was recrystallized rum iii aqueous
solLitlOit at a tower temperature the deposit consisted of two knids of tiny

crystals which were mirror images or each other. They were carefully
separated, and the acids set tree I rum the one and the other proved to
H)
In
atr'r l('ciIIrc \VLVI cxpl.iins low
rum their regular atomic arrangement. II).
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have the same chemical composition as the racernk- acid, hut one was
optically laevo-active, the other dextro-active. The latter was found to he
identical with the tartaric acid present in fermenting grapes, the other had
never before been observed in nature. "Seldom," saws F. NI. Jaeger in his
lectures On 1/re principle of st'mnoietrv amid itsapplications in natural scie,ice, "has a scientific discovers' had such far-reaching consequences as
this one had."

Qtute obviously some accidents hard to control decide whether at a
spot of the solution a laevo- or dextro-crvstal comes into being: and thus
in agreement with the symmetric and optically inactive character of the
solution as a whole and with the law of chance Lhe amounts of sLibstanee
deposited in the one and the other form at any moment of the process of
crystallization are equal or very nearly equal. On the other hand nature,
in giving us the wonderful gift of grapes SO much enjoyed by Noah, prodLmced only one of the forms, and it remained for Pasteur to produce the
other! This is strange indeed. It is a fact that most of the numerous carbonic compounds occur in nature in one, either the laevo- or the dextroform only. The sense in which a snail's shell winds is an inheritable
character founded in its genetic constitution, as is the "left heart" and the
winding of the intestinal duct in the species iu'omo sapiens. This does not
exclude that inversions occur, e.g. situs invert us of' the intestines of man
occurs with a frequency of about 0.02 per cent: we shall come back to
that later! Also the deeper chemical constitution of our human body shows
that we have a screw, a screw that is turning the same way in every one
of us. Thus our body contains the dexti-o-rotatory form of glLicose and
laevo-rotatory form of fructose. A horrid manifestation of this genotypical
asymmetry is a metabolic disease called phenylketonuria, leading to insanity, that man contracts when a small quantity of laevo-phenylalanine is
added to his food, while the dextro-form has no such disastrous effects.
To the asvnimetric chemical constitution of living organisms one must
attribute the success of Pasteur's method of isolating the laevo- and dexttoforms of substances by means of the enzymatic action of bacteria, moulds,
seasts, and the like. Thus he found that an originally inactive solution of
some racemate became gradually laevo—rotatory if Penicilliumn i,'laricumn
was grown in it. (learly the organism selected tor its nutriment that form
of the martarre acid molecule which best suited its own asymmetric eheni—
cal constitution. The image of lock amid key has heen used to illustrate
this specificity ot the action of Organisms.

In view of the facts mentioned and in view of the failure

of all at-

tempts to "activate" by mere chemical means optically inactive material.1 1
it is understandable that Pasteur clung to the opinion that the production
There is known today one etea r Inst alice. i hr I eaci iii nt nit rocinnaminacid wiih
bromine where circiilar—potariied tight gcrir'raies in opiicatly active substance.
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of single optically active compounds was the very prerogative of life. In
1 8fi() he wrote, "1 his is perhaps the only well-marked line of demarkation
that can at present he drawn between the chemistry of dead and living
matter.' Pasteur tried to explain his very first experiment where racemic
acid was transformed by recrystallization into a mixture of laevo— and
dextro-tartaric acid by the action of bacteria in the atmosphere on his
neLitral solution. It is quite certain today that he was wrong; the sober
physical explanation lies in the fact that at lower temperature a mixture

of the two oppositely active tartaric forms is more stable than the indifference in principle between life and
active racemic form. If there
death it does not lie in the chemistry of the material substratum; this has
been fairl certain ever since Wdhler in 1828 synthesized urea from purely
mineral material. But even as late as 1898 F. R. Japp in a famous lecture
on "Stereochemistry and Vitalism" before the British Association upheld
Pasteur's view in the modified form: "Only the living organisms, or the
living intelligence with its conception of symmetry can produce this result
(i.e. asymmetric compounds) ." Does he really mean that it is Pasteur's
intelligence that, by devising the experiment hut to its own great surprise,
creates the dual tartaric crystals? Japp continues, "Only asymmetry can
beget asymmetry." The truth of that statement I am willing to admit; hut
it is of little help since there is no symmetry in the accidental past and
present set-rip of the actual world which begets the future.
There is however a real difficulty: Why should nature produce only one

of the doublets of so many enantiomorphic forms the origin of which
most certainly lies in living organisms? Pascual Jordan points to this fact

as a support for his opinion that the beginnings of life are not due to
chance events which, once a certain stage of evolution is reached, are apt
to occur continuously now here now there, but rather to an event of quite
singular and improbable character, occurring once by accident and then
starting an avalanche by autocatalvtic multiplication. Indeed had the asymmetric protein molecules found in plants and animals an independent
origin in man places at many times, then their laevo- and dextro-varieties
should shos nearly the same abundance. Thus it looks as if there is some
truth in the story of Adam and Eve, if not for the origin of mankind then
For that of the primordial forms of life. It was ri reference to these
biological facts when 1 said before that if taken it their face value they
suggest an intrinsic difference between left and right, it least is far as the
constittition of the orgailie world is concerned. Rut we may he sure the
answer to our riddle does not lie in any universal biological laws but in
the accidents of the genesis of the organismic world. Pascual Jordan shows
one way out; one would like to find a less radical one, for instance by

reducing the asymmetry of the inhabitants on earth to some inherent,
though accidental, asymmetry of the earth itself, or of the light received
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on earth from the sun. But neither the e,trth's rotation nor the combined

nl;ignelic ficld of earth and sun are of immediate help in this regard.
A nother possi hilitv would he to assume that devclopnten t actuall v sta 'led

from an equal distribution of the enantiomorph forrrts. hut thai this is an
unstable equilibrium ss hich tinder a slight chance disturbance tumbled
aver.

From the phylogenetic problems of left and right let us finally turn to
their ontogenesis. Two questions arise: Does the first division of the fertilized egg of an animal into two cells fix the median plane, so that one
of the cells contains the potencies for its left, the other for its right half?
Secondly what deternitnes tie piane 'ii he iii st siiviyi&iii? I heeiii with the
second question. The egg of any antmal above the protozoa possesses
from the beginning a polar axis connecting whas develops into the animal
and the vegetative poles of the hiastula. This axis together with the point
where the fertilizing spermatozoon enters the egg determines a plane, and

it would be quite natural to assume that this

is

the plane of the first

division. And indeed there is evidence that it is so in many eases. Present
opinion seems to incline toward the assumption that the primary polarity

as well as the subsequent bilateral svmnsetrv come about by external
Factors actualizing potentialities inherent in the genetic constitution. Tn
many instances the direction of the polar axis is obviously determined by

the attachment of the oozvte to the wall of the ovary, and the point of
entrance of the fertilizing sperm is, its we said, at least one, and often
the most decisive, at the determining factors for the median plane. But
other agencies may also he responsible for the fixation of the one and the
other. In the sea—weed FUCHS light or electric fields or chemical gradients
determine the polar axis, and in some insects and cephalopods the median
plane appears to be fixed by ovarian influences before fertilization.t2 The
underlying constitution on which these agencies work is sought by some
biologists in an intimate preformed structure, of which we do not et
have a clear pIcture. 'I bus Conklin has spoken if a spongioplasmic frame
work, others of a cvtoskeleton. and as there is now a stroniz tendency
among tsiochemisls to reduce structurat properties to liherv. so much so
hat Joseph Needharti in his Terry I eclitret; on )rl,',' ,i,af file I 1936)
dares the aptiorisni that biology is largeR the study of tiher',, one may
rspect theiti to find that that titirnate structure of thi' cmi consists Of a
tramework or elongated protein molecules or fluid crystals.
lilian . ttirxlev and
R. to Heer in heir ,:i,issicai f'I,'lllr'l'ir,
C.,nhriieo Ijuiversitv Press, t4) are his tolrniit,ltloll ('tiapter 'nv. Summary,
I

1

1 4) "iii hr earliest iii'5 the 'pg icqtiires unitary orgaili/ation UI he e'rait;etitbold type in ehirti wainieiiive ditlejeriteits of Ole ill 0010 tine', extend across the
't,Ntanee it the cog iii inc in noun' ntiiectious. The coitsiitiitioii ii tie es predeler
nines it ii) hi' able iii piodttc' ,i i',railicnt-tietd ot
pailictilar type: however, the
&iealiiatton oF the r,ialients is not penteicrrnned, lilt is bought ibout by agencies

''sternal to the egg''
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We know a little more about our first question whether the first mitosis
of the cell divides it into left and right. Because of the fundamental character of bilateral symmetry the hypothesis that this is so seems plausible

enough. However, the answer cannot he an unqualified affirmation. Even

if the hypothesis should he true for the normal development we know
from experiments first performed by Hans Driesch on the sea urchin that
a single biastomere isolated from its partner in the two-cell stage develops
into a whole gastrula differing from the normal one only by its smaller
size. Here are Driesch's famous pictures. It must he admitted that this is
not so for all species. Driesch's discovery led to the distinction between
the actual and the potential desnnv of the several parts ot an egg. Driesch
himself speaks of prospective significance ( prospektive Bedeutung) as
against prospective potency (prospektive Potenz) the latter is wider than
the former, but shrinks in the course of development. Let inc illustrate this
basic point by another example taken from the determination of limb-buds
of amphibia. According to experiments performed by R. 0. Harrison, who
transplanted discs of the outer wall of the body representing the buds of
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nyc potencies of the discs, and it depends on the influence of the surrounding tissues in which way this potency will be actualized.
Driesch's violent encroachment on the normal developmenr Proves that
the first cell division may not fix left and right of the growing organism
or good. But even in normal development the plane of the first division
may not he the median. The first stages of cell division have been closely

I)

tudied for the worm Ascaris iiteia/ocepuela, parts of whose nervous
tcju ate ass luntetne. Fiisi the h7rtuiied egg splits tutu a cell I and
mal!ee P 1.1 ohS otisl\ tliffieni tuure Figure
In the next stacd they
ivid lung tv rpc nuicuiai iaite into I' -u 1' and P - P resnecclv. I h at u he handle P
P. tuiin, thom so hat P.. conies inio
i

,

FiGURE 17

ix pi'ri;ucnls on p/tilt pole/Ic)' in 'Emlii,ut,s.''
a1 arid h1 Normal pasirula and normal platens.
a.. and h. flaif-,gusrruia and /in/1-plnieiis. expected by Dricsch.
a:1 arid Ii.,. 3/ir' 5111(111 hut u/i 1e gaslrn ía a,i d p/tile its. it/i ic/i lie actaally
a/trained.

future limbs, the antero-posterior axis is determined at a time when transplantation may still invert the dorso—ventral and the medio—lateral axes;
thus at this stage the opposites of left and right still belong to the prospec-

/' or I"; edt he one

etitacis Ii, the ottie

-1.

.cs imie a 'vim ii ntiiiihttid amid roulik f/), is the tiiiei-o-posiei-ior ISIS
itid lIP the dorsal-ventral one. Only the text division ss hieh along

anne perpendienir u the one sepmirmiiing -i tad I? splits
as well as B
alto svntmeirlc halves .1 vu - , 13 it /. is that Inch determines left
and right. A further slight shift of the configuration destroys this bilateral
symmetry. I he question arises whether the direction of the St 0 conseetiave shilt is a chance event which decides firsi heiween anterior and
posterior and lien between left and right, or whet her the const tnt on of

'
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the egg in its one-cell stage contains specific agents which determine the
direction of these shifts. The hypothesis of the niosaic egg favoring the
second hypothesis seems more likely for the species Ascrrrix.
There are known a number of cases of genotypical inversion where the
genetic constitutions of two species are in the same relation as the atomic
constitutions ut two enantiornorph crystals. lore frequent. however, is
phenotvpical inversion. Left-handedness in inan isan example. I give another more interesting one. Several crustacea of the lobster type have two
morphologically and functionally different class. a bigger A and a smaller
a. Assume that in normally developed individuals of our species. -I is the
right claw. If in a young animal you cut off the right claw, inversive regeneration takes place: the left claw develops into the bigger form i while
at the place of the right claw a smail one of type u s regenerated. One has
to infer from such and similar experiences the hipotentiality of plasma.
namely that all generative tissues which contain the potencY of an asymmetric character have the potency of bringing forth both forms, ,o however that in normal development always one form develops, the left or
the right. Which one is genetically determined, but abnormal external
circumstances may cause inversion. On the basis of the strange phenomenon of inversive regeneration Wilhelm Ludwig developed the hypothesis
that the decisive factors in asymmetry may not be such specific potencies
as, say, the development of a "right claw of type A ," but two R and L
(right and left) agents which are distributed in the organism with a certain gradient, the concentration of one falling off from right to left, the
other in the opposite direction. The essential point is that there is not one
hut that there are two opposite gradient fields R and L. Which is produced
in greater strength is determined by the genetic constitution. If, however,
by some damage to the prevalent agent the other previously suppressed
one becomes prevalent, then inversion takes place. Being a mathematician
and not a biologist I report with the utmost caution on these matters,
which seem to me of highly hypothetical nature. But it is clear that the
contrast of left and right is connected with the deepest problems concerning the phvlogenesis as sveil as the ontogenesis of' organisms.
0(5.1551. \FORY. ROt Si ioNAi
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niappings S, T, one can perform one after the other: if S carries p into p'
and T carries p' into p" then the resulting mapping, which we denote by
ST, carries p into p". A mapping may have an inverse S' such that 55'
1
and S'S 1: in other words, if S carries the arbitrary point p into p' then

5' carries p' hack into p. and a similar condition prevails with 5' performed in the first and S in the second place. For such a one-to-one mapping S the word transformation was used in the first lecture: let the inverse
be denoted by 5—. Of course, the identity I is a transformation, and I
itself is its inverse. Reflection in a plane, the basic operation of bilateral

symmetry, is such that its iteration 55 results in the identity; in other
words, it is its own inverse, ht Oencrai composition of mappings
riot
commutative: ST need not he the same as TS. Take for instance a point o
in a plane and let S be a horizontal translation carrying a into u and T
a rotation around o by 90'. Then ST carries o into the point 0. (Figure

19), but TS carries o into 01. If S is a transformation with the inverse
S, then S is also a transformation and its inverse is S. The composite
of two transformations ST is a transformation again, and (Sfl--t equals
T" 5--i (in this order!). With this rule, although perhaps not with its
mathematical expression, you are all familiar. When you dress, it is not
immaterial in which order you perform tire operations: and when in
dressing you start with the shirt and end up with the coat, then in undressing you observe the opposite order: first take off the coat and the
shirt comes last.

i Mf:TRrr

From bilateral, we shall now turn ro other kiudc of geoniemriv symmetry.
Even in discussing the bilateral type I could not help drawing in now and
then such other symmetries as the cylindrical or the spherical ones. It
seems best to fix the underlying general concept with sonic precision beforehand, and to that end a little mathematics is needed, for which I ask
your patience. I have snoken of transformations. A mapping S of space
associates with every space point p a point p' as its image A special such

mapping is the identity I carrying every point p into itself. Given two

0
FiO IRE

9

I have further spoken of special kind of transformations of space
called similarity 1w the geometers, Bitt I preferred the name of automorphisms for them, defIning them with Leihniz :rs those transformations
which leave the structure of space unchanged. For the moment it is imniaterial wherein that structure consists. From the very definition it is clear
:1
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that the identity / is an automorphism, and if S 5, SO is the inverse S'.
Moreover the composite ST of two automorphisms S, 1 is again an automorphism. This is only another way of saying that (1) every figure is
similar to itself, (2) if figure F' is similar to F then F is similar to F', and
(3) if F is similar to F' and F' to F" then F is similar to F". The mathematicians have adopted the word group to describe this situation and
therefore say that the autoniorplusms form a group Any totality, any set
F of transformations form a group provided the following conditions are
satisfied: (1) the identity I belongs to r: (2) if S belongs to F then its
inverse 5—1 does: 3) if S and T belong to I' then the composite ST

group: for the composite -IF of two improper cl)ne'rliu aces ft. B is

(3: thus there

ire proper and improper roiations. The rotations around a

A'

does.

One way of describing the structure at space, preferred by both Newton
and Helinholtz, is through the notion of congruence. Congruent parts of
space V, V' are such as can he occupied by the same rigid body in two of
its positions. If you move the body from the one into the other position
the particle of the body covering a point p of V will afterwards cover a
certain point p' of J/', and thus the result of the motion is a mapping
p
p' of V upon C'. We can extend the rigid body either actually or in
imagination so as to cover an arbitrarily given point p of space. and hence
the congruent mapping p p' can be extended to the entire space. Any
such congruent transformation—I call it by that name because it evidently
has an inverse j/ — p—is a similarity or an automorphism; you can easily
convtnce yourselves that this follows from the veiv concepts. Ii is evident
moreover that the congruent transformations form a group, a subgroup
of the group of automorphisms. In more detail the situation is this. Among
the similarities there are those which do not change the dimensions of a
body: we shall now call them congruences. A congruence is either proper,

carrying a left screw into a left and a right one into a right, or it is improper or reflexive, changing a left screw into a right one and vice versa.
The proper congruences are those transformations which a moment ago
we called congruent transformations, connecting the positions of points
of a rigid body before and after a motion. We shall now call them simply
motions ( in a nonkinematic geometric sense) and call the improper
congruences reflections, after the most niportant example: reflection in a
plane. hr which a body goes over into its mirror image. 3hris we have
this step-wise arrangement: similarities — congruences similarities without change of scale — motions proper congruences. The congruences
form a subgroup of the similarities, the motions form a subgroup of the
group of congruences, of index 2. The latter addition means that if B is
any given improper congruence, we obtain all improper congruences in

the form BS by composing B with all possible proper congruences S.
Hence the proper congruences form one half, and the improper ones
another half, of the group of all congruences. But only the first half is a

a

proper congruence.
A congruence leaving the point () fixed niav he called rota! ion around

B7

A

FIGURE 20

given center 0 form a group. The simplest type of congruences are the
translations. A translation may be represented by a vector AA': for if a
translation carries a point 4 into ..1' and tlìc point B into B' then RB' has
the same direction and length as 44', in other words he vector BR'
44'. The translations form a group: indeed the succession of the Iwo

-5

—5
translations A B, BC results in the translation A C.

What has all this to do with syrnmetrv7 It provides the adeqLiate mathematical language to define it, Given a spatial configuration iF' those automorphisms of space which leave J unchanged form a group F, and this
group describes exact/v time sviminetrv possessed hr JF. Space itself has
the full symmetry corresponding to the group of all automorphisms, of all
similarities. The symmetry of any figure in space is described by a subgroup

of that group. Take for instance the famous pentagram (Figure 21) by
which Dr. Faust banned Mephistopheles the devil. It is carried into itself
by the five proper rotations around its cenler 0. the angles of which ire
in iftipics or 361)

) including the ident tv) and then by he live reflections
in the lines oining 0 with the five vertices. These en operat ions form a
group, and that group tells us what sort aI svrnmc[r'. ihc pentagrain pos'esses Hence he :iturat gr'ncr:ili/,:ton 'rhieb ie:itIs tri'm bil:tcral ; mna:
Irs 10 ssmnmctr'; in this r dci geomuctric sense conssis In replacing rellecuoi:
ii a lime bs any group ot atiloniomptumns. i'hu circle ii a plane ssitli eeiltc:
.

\Vhilt'
srnnrn us oiity lenh, :i \fu,'I has lfIlehl itoh hir,'c,'it. \ VCCII1I
really the 'rune liiitt as
ranskiiioti,. l1li,tilr 1)IIC 1IS(f, dilleren pllrseIogies
r

is

for vectors intl translations. instead ii speakitin o[

the pain

-I into
I' one speaks of the 'eCtor ii
the tmaiislalion ti conies .1 liii)
0111.' 5555 11:11

he

trnsl:itioii

ii

'it': and instead ot

whicti carries

he phrase:
is tIe ciii! 011111 ol the Vector ti
laid till' from .1. The same vector l:nd all train ii ends ii it' it he tratislat lot cariving
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tially a one—dimensional operation. A straight inc can he reflected in any

potuN 0

ci

reflection carries a paint P iii to that Point P' that has
the same distance from (3 hut lies on the other side. Such reflections are
the only improper cot gruences of the one-dimensional line, whereas its
only proper congruences are the translations. Reflection in 1) followed by
the translation OA yields reflection in that point A which halves the distance 04. A figure which is invariant linuer a translation t shows what
in the art of ornament is called 'infinite rapport," i.e. repetition in a reguthis

lar spatial rhythm, A pattern invariant under the translation
tnvariant under ifs iterations r
- I. and uner the inverse
ii

r, j •..

,

t

is

also

moreover under the identity

of and :, tcrations
'.?
/ shifts the line b the amount a then t" shifts it by the amount

no

(a

vl. ±2.

0.

.

.

FIGURE 21

o and the sphere in space around 0 have the synimetry described by the
group of all plane or spatial rotations respectively
If a figure J does not extend to infinity then an automorphism leaving

the figure invariant must be scale-preserving and hence a congruence,
unless the figure consists of one point only. Here is the simple proof. Had
we an automorphisni leaving j unchanged, hut changing the scale, then
either this automorphism or its inverse would increase (and not decrease)
all linear dimensions in a certain proportion a I where a is a number
he two different
greater than 1. Call that automorphism S. and let a,
the transIterate
points of our figure J. They have a positive distance d.
:

formation S,

ss, sss, ssss:

Hence

if we characterize a translation I by the shift a it effects then the
iteration or power i' is characterized by the mLiltiple no All translations
carrying into itself a given pattern of infinite rapport on a straight line
are in this sense multiples no of one basic translation a. This rhythmic
may he combined wtth reflexive symmetry. Jf so the centers of reflections

follow each other at half the distancc'a. Only these two types of syrn—
meis, as illustrated by Figure 22, are Possible for a one-dimensional
pattern or "ornament." (The crosses
mark the centers of reflection.)
I
•

H

into two points
The n-times iterated transformation S'
increasing
exponent n
With
d
a".
a, ,, of our figure whose distance is
hounded,
there is a
this distance tends to infinity. But if our figure j is
greater
than c.
number r such that no iwo points of j have a distance
>
Hence a contradiction arises as soon as n becomes so large that (1(1"
The argument shows another thing: Any unite grout) at :iutomurphisms
consists exclusively at conrucnces. Fa r t it contains in S that enlarges
a
I. then all the infinitels many
linear dimensions It the ratio a
contained in the L'roup would he different heterinons s ,s, ,s::,
For such reasons
a, a1,
cause they enlarge at differeiit scales
exclusively
consider
groups
of
congrucnce—as these we shall almost
potentially
infinite
configurations
even if we have to do with actually or
such as hand ornaments and the like.
After these general mathematical considerations let us now take up
some special groups of symmetry which are important in art or nature.

—'---

a

————

carries a and

.

.

.
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The operation which defines bilateral symmetry, mirror reflection, is essen-

FIGURE 22

Of course the real hand ornaments are not strictly one-dimensional,
Out their symmetry as am as we have described it now makes use of their
align udinal dimension only. Here Ire sonic simple examples from Greek
art. the tirst Figure 23) which sltow .1 very sequent motif. thc
palmette.. is at type
r:inslation
reflect iou t. ftc next Figure 24)
Oe 0 Itttottt rCilCCiIOIls t\C ii) I his IL/C at Persian bow nten tram
Darius pabice iii usa Figure
s pure translation: l,ui 'Oh slloulu
I

I

1

tot ice that the basic translation covers twice the distance tram man to
man because time costunie:, ol the hawinemi altcmnamc. Once more shall
poini out the Monrealc ilioSaic of the Lord's Asccnsion ( Figure 10), hut
this time drasvinh! your attention to the band ornaments framiiig it. The
widest, carried out in a peculiar technique. later taken tip by the (osmati,
displays the translatory svnlnietry only by repetition of the outer contour
at the basic tree-like motif, while each copy is tilled 1w a ulillerenl highly
I
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FIGIJRE 23

UIGURI 25

FlUIRL :4

he dotes in \ enice

vmmc1nc two-dimensional mosaic. 1 he palace of

Fi"nre 26) mas stand or translators sinlncirr

in

architecture. lnnu

nicrable examples could he added.
As I said before, hand ornarlientS reall V consist ot a two-dimensional
strip around a cent ral line and thus have a second transs ersal dimension.
As such they can have further symmetries. Ihe pattern may he earned
into itself b reflection in the central line /; let us distinguish this as longitudinal reflection from the transversal reflection in a line perpendicular
to 1. Or the pattern may be cai ned into itself by longitudinal reflection
combined with the translation by 140 (longitudinal slip reflection A fre.

ii(OJRE s
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taneous effect as rhythm. All musicians

quent motif in band ornaments are cords, strings,
or plaits of some sort, the design of which suggests
that one strand crosses the other in space (and thus
makes part of it invisible). If this interpretation is
accepted, further operations become possible; for
example, reflection in the plane of the ornament
would change a strand slightly above the plane into
one below. All this can he thoroughly analyzed in
terms of group theory as is for instance done in
a section of Andreas Speiser's hook, Theorie der
(7i'nppen VOn end/ic/icr Ordnting.
in the organic world the translatory symmetry.
which the zoologists call metarnerisni, is seldom
as regular as bilateral symmetry frequently is. A
maple shoot and a shoot of A ngraecurn dzstichui'n
(Figure 27) may serve as examples.14 In the latter
case translation is accompanied by longitudinal

FIGURE 27

slip reflection. Of course the pattern does not go
on into infinity (nor does a band ornament), hut
one may say that it is potentially infinite at least
in one direction, as in the course of time ever new

segments separated from each other by a bud
come into being. Goethe said of the tails of vertebrates that they allude as it were to the potential
infinity of organic existence. The central part of
the animal shown in this picture, a scolopendrid
(Figure 28), possesses fairly regular translational,
combined with bilateral, symmetry, the basic oper-

ations of which are translation by one segment
and longitudinal reflection.

In one-dimensional time repetition at equal intervals is the musical principle of rhythm. As a
shoot grows it translates, one might say. a slow
temporal into a spatial rhythm. Reflection, inverinn in rime, plays a far less important part iii
music than rhythm does. .A melody changes its
character to a considerable degree ii played back-

metriebetrachtung 0 cter Biologic").

agree that underlying the emotional
element of muse is a strong formal element. it may be that it is capable of
some such mathematical treatment as has proved successful for the art of
ornaments. If so, we have probably not yet discovered the appropriate
mathematical tools. This would not he so surprising. For after all, the
Egyptians excelled in the ornamental art four thousand years before the
mathematicians discovered in the group concept the proper mathematical
instrument for the treatment of ornaments and for the derivation of their
possible symmetry classes. Andreas Speiser, who has taken a special
interest in the group-theoretic aspect of ornaments, tried to apply cornhinatorial principles of a mathematical nature also to the formal problems
at music. There is a chapter with this title in his book. "Die rnathematische
Denkweise," (Zurich, 1932). As tn example, he analyzes Beethoven's
pastoral sonata for piano, opus 28. and he also pmnts to Alfred Lorcnz's
investigations on the formal structure of Richard Wagner's chief works.
Metrics in poetry is closely related, and here, so Speiser maintains, science
has penetrated much deeper. A common principle in music and prosody
seems to be the configuration a a !, ',vhich is often called a bar: a theme
a that is repeated and then followed by the "envoy" h: strophe, antistrophe, and epode in Greek choric lyrics. But such schemes fall hardly
under the heading of symmetry)5
We return to symmetry in space. Take a hand ornament where the individual section repeated again and again is of length a and sling it around
a circular cylinder, the circumference of which is an integral multiple of
a, for instance 25a. You then obtain a pattern which is carried over into
itself through the rotation around the cylinder axis by a 3600 /25 and
its repetitions. The twenty-fifth iteration is the rotation by 3600, or the
identity. We thus get a finite group of rotations of order 25. i.e. one consisting of 25 operations. The cylinder may be replaced by any surface of
cylindrical symmetry, namely by one that is carried into itself by all
rotations around a certain axis, for instance by :i vase. Figure 29 shows
an attic vase of the geometric period which displays quite a number of
simple ornaments of this type. The princinle of symmetry is the same,
although the style is no longer "geometric," iii this R hodian pitcher
Figure )0), lonian school of the sc'c e;iih century ta Other Illustrations
ate such capitals as these trom early Egypt Figure
). \ny finite group
of proper rotations around a potnt 0 in a plane, or around a given axis
in space, contains a prinlittve rotation t whose angle is in aliquot Part
I

ward, and I, who am a poor musician, find it hard
to recognize reflection when it is used in the construction of a fugue; it certainly has no such spon['his and the next picture are taken trorn Studiu,n
Genera/c', p. 249 and p. 241 (article by W. frolt. "Sym-

S',nrne/o,'

360" a of the full rotation by 360", and consists of its iterations i,
.t"—t, in

t2,

identity. The order n completely characterizes this group.

The result follows from the analogous fact that any group of translations
FIGURE 28

The jeader should compare what U. D Birkhoff has to say On the niatheinatics

of poet i'y and music in the I WI) Pu hi cat ions quoted in note

I
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of a line, provided it contains no operations arbitrarily near to the identity
except the identity itself, consists of the iterations ia of a single translation
a(v 0, ±1, ±2,
The wooden dome in the Bardo of Tunis, once the palace of the Beys
of Tunis (Figure 32), may serve as an example from interior architecture.

FIGURE 30

FiGURE 29

F1GI RE 32

ftc next picture ( Figure 33) takes sou to Pia the Raptisteruin sitli the
tins —looking statue at John the Baptist on top is
central building in
sybase exterior an can distinguish six horizontal lasers each at noiar
ss mmcii oh a ditfercnt order ii. One could make the picture still more
impressive 1w adding the leaning tosser with its six galleries ot arcades
all having rotary symmetry at the same high order and tIle dome itselt,
the exterior of whose nave displavs in columns and friezes patterns of the
lineal translatory type of symmetry while the cupola is surrounded by a
colonnade of high order rotary symmetry.
An entirely dihicrcnt spirit speaks to us front the view, seen front the
rear of the choir, of the Rornanesque cathedral in MaInL, Germany
1

FIGURE Si
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a.

r no iui
FIGURE 33

Figure 34) Yet again repetition in the round aics of the triezes. octagembodied
onal central symmetry ii 8. a low value coiiipared to those
small
rosette
and the
the
Pisa
Baptisterium)
in
the
in the several layers of
Pole is
is a
rules
the
structure
three towers, while Hlateral symmetry
(

well as almost every detail.
fully
Cyclic symmetry appears in its simplest torni it the surface of
cylindrical symmetry is a plane perpendicular to the axis. We then can
limit ourselves to the two-dimensional plane with a center 0. Magnificent
provided by he rose winexamples of such central plane symmetry are
brilliant-colored
glasswork. The
dows of (lothic cathedrals with their
St.
Pierre
in
3royes,
France, which
richest I remember is the rosette ol

is based on the number 3 throughout.

Flowers, nature's gentlest children, are also conspicuous for their colors

and their cyclic symmetry. Here (Figure 35) is a picture of an iris with
its triple pole. The symmetry of S is inost frequent among flowers A page
like the following I Figure 36) from Ernst Haeckels Kun'tfouinen dci
\ otto seems
uidieate that it also occLirs not in frequently among the
lower animals. But the biologists warn me that the outward appearance
0! these echinoderms of the class of Op/,iodea is to a certain degree dc
ceptive: their larvae are organized according to the principle of bilateral
symmetry. No such objection attaches to the next picture from the same
source ( Figure 37), a Discoinedusa of octagonal symmetry. For the coc—
lentera occupy a place in the phylogetietic evolution where cyclic has not
yet given way to bilateral symmetry. F-laeckel's extraordinary work, in
which his interest in the concrete forms of organisms finds expression in
1)
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FIGURE 35

countless drawings executed in minutest detail.

is

a true nature's codex

s rnmetry. Equally revealing for Haeckel. the biologist. arc the thousands and tllousaflds at figures in his C hit//cocci iv!aii,griiph. in which lie
ness pectes of radiolarians discovered
describes for the fIrct time
be him ott the ('hailen'r Espedition. I tt7 (inc should not target these
accoIfll)hshifleflts ovct the often all t-seculatisc Its logeitetic causti Uc
lions in which this enthusiastic aosi Ic at Dat ssinisrn induleed, aid over
I

his rather shallow materialistic philosophy of nionisili, ss hich made qutte
a splash in (krrnany around the turn at the century.
SpeakIng ot Mtv/usae I cannot resist the temptation of quotine a few
lines from D'Arcv Uhompson's classic WOi k ott Goitih iuul I anti, a masterpiece of English literature. ss hich coinhines profound Lnosslcdgc in
geometry. physics. and biology ssith humanistic erudition and scientific insight of unusual originality- fhompson reports on physical experiments

FIGURE 36
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with hanging drops which serve to illustrate by analogy the formation of
medusae. "The living medusa," he says, "has geometrical symmetry so
marked and regular as to suggest a physical or mechanical element in the
little creatures' growth and construction. It has, to begin with, its vortexlike bell or umbrella, with its symmetrical handle or manubrium. The hell
is traversed by radial canals, four or in multiples of four; its edge is
beset with tentacles, smooth or often beaded, at regular intervals or of
graded sizes; and certain sensory structures, including solid concretions
or otoliths,' are also symmetrically interspersed. No sooner made, then it
begins to pulsate; the bell hegins to ring.' Buds, miniature replicas of the
parent-Organism. are very apt to appear on the tentacles, or on the manubriurn or sometimes on the edge of the hell; we seem to see one vortex
producing others before our eves. The development of a medusoid deserves to he studied without prejudice from this point of view. Certain it
is that the tiny medusoids of Ohelia, for instance, are budded off with a
rapidity and a complete perfection which suggests an automatic and all
but instantaneous act of conformation, rather than a gradual process of

growth."

While pentagonal symmetry is frequent in the organic woild, one does
not find it among the most perfectly symmetrical creations of inorganic
nature, among the crystals. There no other rotational symmetries are possible than those of order 2, 3, 4, and 6. Snow crystals provide the best
known specimens of hexagonal symmetry. Figure 38 shows some of these
little marvels of frozen water. In my youth, when they came down from
heaven around Christmastime blanketing the landscape, they were the
delight of old and young. Now only the skiers like them, while they have
become the abomination of motorists. Those versed in English literature
will remember Sir Thomas Browne's quaint account in his Garden of
Cyrus (1658) of hexagonal and "quincuncial" symmetry which "doth
neatly declare how nature Geometrizeth and observeth order in all things."
One versed in German literature will remember how Thomas Mann in his
Magic Mountain describes the "hexagonale Unwesen" of the snow storm
in which his hero. Hans Castorp. nearis' perishes when he falls asleep with
exhaustion and lcaninL' against a barn dreams his deep dream of death
and love. An hoLir before when Hans sets out on his unwarranted expedi[ion on skis he enjoys the play or the ilakes "and among these myriads of
enchanting little stars." so he philosophizes. "in their hidden splendor,
too small for man's naked eve to see, there was not one like unto another;
an endless inventiveness governed the development and unthinkable differentiation of one and the same basic scheme, the equilateral. equianglcd
hexagon. Yet each in itsclt—this was the uncanny, the antiorganic, the

'

I

quote Flelen Lowe4'oi tel's tlansldtion, Ktiopt, New York. 1927 md t 939
FIGURE 37
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absolutely syrnlife-denying character of them all—---each of them was
too regular, as substance
metrical, icily regular in form. They were
principle shuddered
adapted to life never was to this degree—the living
marrow
of death—Hans
at this perfect precision found it deathly, the very
builders
of antiquity
CastOrp felt he understood now the reason why the
absolute
symptlrposely and secretly introduced minute variation from
metry in their columnar structures"
only. If improper
Up to now we have paid attention to proper rotations
the
two
following possirotations arc taken into consideration. we have
geometry,
bilities for Onde groups of rotations around a center 0 in plane

ornainent
which correspond to the two possibilitieS we encountered toi
of a single
) the group consisting of the repetitious
symmetry on a line:
(2) the group of
proper rotation by an aliquot part is 360 ti of 360
forming
angles of
axes
these rotations combined with the reflections in n
the
second
the di1ia. The first group is called the cyclic group C and
symmetries
in
hedral group fl,. Thus these are the only possible central
I

I

iwo_dimensions:

(1)

C1. C, C:,

D1,

D. fl:.

symmetry and nothing else.
C means no symmetry at all, D1 bilateral
have hexagonal
In architecture the symmetry of 4 prevails. Towers often
of 6 are much less fresymmetry. Central buildings with the symmetry
antiquity,
S. Maria degli Angeli
quent. The first pure central building after
rare. When
in Florence (begun 1434), is an octagon. Pentagons are very
I knew of
said
in
1937
1
once before I lectured on symmetry in Vienna
inconspicuous
one,
forming
the
passageonly one example and that a very
to the hexagonal Capella
way from San Michele di Murano in Venice
building in Washington.
Emiliana. Now, of course, we have the Pentagon
landmark for
it
provides
an
attractive
By its size and distinctive shape,
systematically
determining
the
bombers. Leonardo da Vinci engaged in
attach
chapels
possible symmetries of a central building and how to
nucleus In abstract
and niches without destroying the symmetry of the
table of the
modern terminology his result is essentially our :ihose
in two dimenpossihl linde groups of iot,itii)u, ptopcr and lulpiopeit
Sir) itS

been accompanied
So far the rotational symmetry in a plane had always
number
of examples
by reflective symrnetry I have shown you quite a
cyclic group C,. But
for the dihedral group D5 and none for the simpler
gerathis is more or less accidental. Here (Figure 39) are two flowers, a

i standaid from which

DUrer considered his canon nt the human figure more as
teo,peratuiroe seem
to deviate than as a siandard toward which to strive. Vitruvius'
the statement asci uhed
maybe
the
little
word
"atmost"
in
to have the same sense, and
to Polykleitos and mentioned in note t points in the same direction.
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nwm (i) with the symmetry group D5 while I/inca herhacea (H) has the

more restricted group C7 owing to the asymmetry of its petals. Figure 40
shows what is perhaps the simplest figure with rotational symmetry, the
tripod (n 3). When one wants to eliminate the attending reflective
symmetry, one puts little flags unto the arms and obtains the triuuetrum,

I1

\y/ /)
'\\

//

FIGURE 39

FIGURE 40

The Greeks, for instance, used it with the Medusa's
head in the center as the symbol for the three-cornered Sicily. (Mathematicians are familiar with it as the seal on the cover of the Rendiconti
del Cjrcolo Mateniatico di Palermo.) The modification with four instead
of three arms is the swastika, which need not he shown here-—--one 01 the
most primeval symbols ot mankind, common possession of a number of
apparently independent ( ivilizations. In my lecture on svrnrnetrs in Vienna
it) the fall of l97. a short time betore Hitlers hordes occupied Austria,
I added concernine the sss astika IF) our days ii has become the symbol
of a terror lai more teri'ihle than the snake-girdled Medusas head---itnd
a pandemonium of applause and booiniz broke loose in the audience. It
seems that the origin of the magic power ascribed to these patterns lies
in their startling incomplete symmetry—rotations without reflections. Here
(Figure 41 ) is the gracel tilly designed staircase of the pulpit of the
Stephati's dome in Vienna;atriquetrrun alternates with a swastika-like
an old magic symbol.

wheel.

So much about rotational symmetry iti two dimensions. If dealing with

I InURE 41

potentially infinite patterns like band ornaments or with infinite groups.
the operation under which the pattern is invariant is not of necessity a
conL'ruence but could be a similarity A similarity in one (linlension that
is not a mere translation has a fixed point () and s a dilatation x troni 0
a
jIeie
rttH alto a
it is on essential ii;sU clint) it) a.ssilnin
lndetinne iteiiltiOit ul this Opeiatik)i1 aelisiates a gioutt
I

OR

tilatatlulis

A good exaniple oi this type 0! syiiimetry is shown by the shell ot /nrrife//u /up/uItt1 Figure 4). It is really quite remarkable how exactly the
widths of the consecutive whorls of this shell follow the law of Lteonlelric
progression.
[he hands of sonic clocks perform a continuous uniform rotation, others
ump

ioni minute to minute. The rotations by an integral number of
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minutes form a discontinuous subgroup within
the continuous group of all rotations, and it is
natural to consider a rotation s and its iterations
(2) as contained in the continuous group. We
can apply this viewpoint to any similarity in 1.
2. or 3 dimensions, as a matter of fact to any
transformation s. The Continuous motion of a
space-filling substance, a "fluid," can mathematically he described by giving the transformation LJ(t,t') which carries the position P of
any point of the fluid at the moment over into
its position P- at the time i'. These transformations form a one-parameter group if U(t,t')

Symnei,-y
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Mhnster at BasIc, "Eadem mutata resurgo," are a grandiloquent expression
of this property. Straight line and circle are limiting cases of the logarithmic spiral, which arise when in the combination rotation-plus—dilatation
one of the two components happens to he the identity. The stages reached
by the process at the times
(3)

r

,

—2,

—1, 0, 1, 2,

form the group consisting of the iterations ( 2). The well-known shell of
Nautilus (Figure 43) shows this sort of symmetry to an astonishing per-

depends on the time difference t' — t only,
U(t,t') S(t' — t), i.e. if during equal time
intervals always the same motion is repeated.
Then the fluid is in "uniform motion." The
FIGURE 42

simple group law

S(t1 )S(t2) = S(t1 + t2)
expresses

that the motions during two consecutive time intervals 1,

result in the motion during the time t1

-I- t0.

t2

The motion during 1 minute

leads to a definite transformation s = S( 1), and for all integers n the motion S(n) performed during n minutes is the iteration s: the discontinuous group consisting of the iterations of s is embedded in the continuous group with the parameter I consisting of the motions S(t). One
could say that the continuous motion consists of the endless repetition of
the same infinitesimal motion in consecutive infinitely small time intervals
of equal length.
We could have applied this consideration to the rotations of a plane
disc as well as to dilatations. We now envisage any proper similarity s. i.e.
one which does not interchange left and right. If. as we assume, it is not
a mere translation, it has a fixed point 0 and consists of a rotation about
o combined with a dilatation from the center 0. It can be obtained as the
stage S( 1) reached after minute by a continuous process S( t) of combined uniform rotation and expansion. This process carries a point - 0
along a so-called logarithmic or equiangular spiral. This curve, therefore,
shares with straight line and circle the important property of going over
1

into itself by a continuous group of similarities. The words by which

FIGURE 43

fe'tion. You see here not only the continLious logarithmic spiral, but the
potentially infinite sequence of chambers has a symmetry described by

the diseontintionsgruui .

It

coilitig.
in

caiuhin:

t

1

IRflS

lie -pee -

rotetian rotint ni i.\i sttli
tUlilsiatloil
.itang Itiat axa,. Under the influence at ihe corresponding continuous untüt a

harm motion an point not on the axis Jeset hs

i

.t

'crew-line or hch

ss Inch, at course, could say or itself with the same right as the logarithmic
spiral: eade,n resurgo. The stages P which the moving point reaches at
the eqLildiStant moments ( 3 1 are equidist rihuted over the helix like stairs
on a winding staircase. It the angle of rotation at the operation is a
fraction t ;' at the trill angle 3() expressible in terms of small integers
.V

-

James Bernoulli had the spira inirabilis adorned on his tombstone in the

Far uvervhod\r lookine ii this pie lure ) Figure

44)- at a giant sunifowe:-. lie! haii/u wo wiuiv the lo,':s will n:iiurafly
trr;tmeu themsulve ini riihnucpti:n-. 'va -e t pirt; 'f eppaiL:
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1, 17,7

(4)

1:.,

1

\s hich results front the expansion into a continued fraction of the irrational number 1
1). This number is no other hut the ratio known
as the atirea veetw, which has played such a role in attempts to reduce
beauty of proportion to a mathematical formula. The es linder on which
the set ess is ss ound could he replaced by a cone: this amounts to replactng
the scress motion a by an proper similaritv—--rotation combined with dila-

tation. The arrangement of scales on a fir—cone falls under this slightly
more general form of symmetry in phs liotaxis. I he transition from c lii—
der oser cone to disc is ohs bits illustrated bt the e ltnilrical slim 1)1 a
tilanr ss it h its lens es, i fir—cone ss ith its scaie,. and the discoidal in tiores—
cence of fJe/iant/iii,v ss ith its lords. Where one can chect ii'' numbers

(4) best, naniely for the arrangement of scales on a fir-cone, the accurac
is not tot) good nor are considerable deviations too rare. P. G. Tait, in the
J'roceec/ings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh I 72 ) has tried to give
(

,

a simple explanation, while A. Fl. Church in his voluminous treatise Re!orion,v of phv/lotavis to nieclianiciil latei (Oxford, 1901 1903) icc7 in the
arithmetics of phvllotaxis an organic mysters I am afraid modern botanists take this whole doctrine of phyllotaxis less serioLis1 than their fore.

fathers.

.

riGURE 44

then every 1th point ot the sequence P hes on the same sertical, and
to the point
lull turnings of the ',crew are necessary to get from P
such a
of
ten
a
plant
above it. The leases around the shoot 01
P
In
n.ttuie.
.i spiral tcnrienc',
retzulai spiral iriaiIgemeitt. Goethe spoke ot
this
phenoflietlon.
since the da s ot
and under the name of pit v/lota.srt
Chai les Bonnet 1 1754), has been the subject of much ins est igattoil and
more speculation among botanists.' One has found that the fractious ji
representing the screw-like arrangement of leaves quite often are membeis
of the "Fibonacci sequence"

lio

inihide's consti uci ions. Its I)

This phenomenon plays a so a ole ii i ii
R. C Archicontains on PP. 46 57 detailed noies by the mat hematician
bald on the logarithmic spit at, golden seci ion, and the Fihonacci series.
i

I

Apart from reflection all symmetries so far considered are described by
a group consisting of the iterations of one operation s. En one case, and
that is undoubtedly the most important. the resulting group is finite,
namely if one takes for s a rotation by an angle
360 n which is an
aliquot part of the full rotation 360. For the two-dimensional plane there
are no other finite groups of proper rotations than these; witness the first
of Leonardo's table (I ). The simplest figures which
line, C1, C, C.,,
have the corresponding symmetry are the regular polygons: the regular
triangle, the square, the regular pentagon, etc. The fact that there is for
every number pi
a regular polygon of n sides is elosel\
4, 3,
related to the existence tar evet ti of i rotational grotip of ordet n in
plane geometry Both facts are far from trt' i:tl Indeed, the situation in
three dimensions is altogether different here do not exist infinitely mans
regular pals hedi a ni 3 space, bin tot mate than use often called the
Platonic solids because thes play an eminent t ale n Fl atos nil Li ral phi
losophi,

.

..

flies are the regular tetrahedron, the critic, the octahedron, more—

oser the pentagondodecahedron, the sides of ss hich are tsselve regular
pentagons, and the icosahedron hounded by tssenty regular triangles. One
might say that the existence of the first three is a fairly trivial geometric
fact. But the discovery of the last two is certainly one of the most beautiful and singular discoveries made in the whole history of mathematics.
With a fair amount of certainty, it can be traced to the colonial Greeks
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they ahsti acted the
in southern Italy. The suggestion has been made that
sulphutoUS mineral
regular dodecahedrOn from the crystals of pyrite, a
of 5 so charabundant in Sicily. But as mentioned before, the symmetry
laws
of crystallogacteristic for the regular dodecahedrOn contradicts the
hounding
the
dodecahedra
raphy, and indeed one finds that the pentagons
hut
one
of dierent.
in which pyrite erstallizes have 4 edges of equal.
pcntagondodeCahC00
length. The first exact construction of the regular
that dodecahedra
is probably due to Theaeietus. There is sonic evidence
had
some
religious sigwere used as dice in Italy at a s'ery earls time and
Tiouitiis,
associates
nificance in Etruscan culture. Plato. in the dialogue
our dc
ramid, octahedron, cube. icosanedron. sith thL
the cular
in this ordel 1. ss hUe to he peniao0ri
ments of lire, air, earth. and 55 ater
'.s hole
dodecahedron he sees iii some 5ense the imnec' oi the itnis erse as a
of
the
five
regular
A. Speiser has advocated the view that the construction
eicted h\
solids is the chief goal ol the deductisc s\stefl of geonictO as
May
I mention, howeser.
the Greeks and canonized in Euclid's Lleoie,its.
iii our modern sense.
the
word
s
rnrnctrlC
that the Greeks never used
ii is
ifl corn mon

I isage (i'trf()

means piopOrtlo'inl(

.

2

.

title in F ucl id

w

of a sqU.I re are ineq uivalent to our cooi,ric,islirn/ile: side and dia4onai
cornnrnnsurahle quantities. (LU VLT/U /i€ Eb.
Haeckel's Cluiilc,ic'cr \lotiogiQpli
Here (Figure 45 ) is a page from
.ind 5 ore
showing the 5keletons of 5evcral Rodiolarians. Numbers 2. ,
regular
I orm:
octahedron. icosahedron. and dodecahedron in astonishingl'
4 seems to have a lower symmetry.
I 5(), long
Kepler. in his Mvvtr'riuJil cosnioc'iviP/ii(tii, published in

today, made an
before he discovered the three lows bearing his name
to
regular bodies
attempt to reduce the distances in the planetarY system
to spheres. Here
which are alternatingly inscribed and circumscribed
which
he
believed
he
had penetrated
t Figure 4fl) is his construction. by
spheres
correspond
to the
deepis into the secrets of the Creator The si
\lcrclIillis,
sepiiaiCd
in
(uniter, \lrs. Foith. \ cnu.

H
I)

y
ifI4.

"1°t
,

k

t( 5

o. glints. Stin.

cube. teirahcdton. dudecahedroil. octanedmon. iihedro'i.
01 course hcpte did ioi know boci the lirce oilier pianet-.

this iritc'r
on.

is

.,Ud ti1t'

pcLO'.dI\ .

lIe Ira

'c hicil 's ci c discos ei'd ifl
to rile
o md the
I

enoii '

.

I

40.

citOl lro.t

ad

t)

Iiscti

e

In

''w c'1i i he p1 irc tic ot
orUer ot he PI,iionie solids lci dr,ss garlic!
aid those
the pi;niets (.IsirUogicai roilici tltii .istiophs sical nmoperriC
bodies.:\ nir0ht hsnin in which he proof the :oi re'gondiiio reil,ir
eoneluiIC his hook.
ctaims his ci edo. 'Credo spottoso unwell in orhe.'
riathenratical
harnions
of the lifli\CrsC. It
We still share his belief iii a
Rut sse no longer
has wit hstood the test 01 CS Ci w ideiting experience.
namic
seek this hamnionv in static forms like the regular solids. hut in ds
.

laws.

.\s the egtil.ti pob gons ire connected s oh tlc finite 'roups of Hone
rotanons. so must the regutar pots hedra he riritniatets related iii the finite
groups of p roper rotations around a center () in space. From the t nd 01
plane i otattons we at once obtain two t I2S ot proper rotation groups in
space. Indeed, the groLip C of proper rotations in a horizontal plane
around a center 0 can be interpreted as eonsistin of rotations in space
around the vertical axis through 0. Reflect ion ol the horizontal plane in
a line I of the plane can be brought about in space through a rotation
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reason. Inscribe a sphere into a cube atd an octahedron into the sphere
such that the corners of the octahedron he where the sides of the cube
touch the sphere, namely in the centers of the six square sides. ( Figure 47
shows the two-dimensional analogue.) In this position cube and octa—

FIGURE 47

FiGURE 46

that we mentioned
around / by 180 ] klappnng) You may remember
Figure 4). In
this in connection with the analysis ot a Sumerian picture
horizontal
plane
s
changed
into
a group 1)',
this way the group D in the
around
a vertical
of proper rotations in space; it contains the rotations
Unikiappungen
around
axis through 0 by the multiples of 360 ii and the
2n
with
360
i horizontal axes through () hich torm equal angles of Well as t coneach oihcs Out a should be observed that the itUlUp I)' .i
die identity and he JiuhlanunC around one line. I bese two
u the Iifd',n! erulips
IOU 3' .15 tltefCl)iC dent :iI. wI in a eoriiPl ,i
Is
(

three J:jucn'i''

kcp. flcnce"

lit

P

huild he

nutted

t

6

list titus.

Co 'e {',

D'. I':, IY1,
consisting ol the identity of the iJmklap-

f)'. is the so-called lour-group
pungen arotuid three mutually perpendicular axes.
the srutip ol
For each one of the live regular bortiet; we can construct
itsel t. Does this give
those proper rotations which carry that body into
t he following
rise to live new groups! No, onE to three, and that for

hedron are polar figures tn the sense of projective geometry. it is clear
thai every rotation which carries the cube into itself also leaves the octahedron invariant, and vice sersa. Hence the group for the octahedron is
the same as for the cube. In the same manner pentagondodeeahedron and
icosahedron are polar figures. The figure polar to a regular tetrahedron is
a regular tetrahedron the corners of which are the antipodes of those of
the first. Thus we find three new groups of proper rotations, '1', W, and
P; they are those leaving invariant the regular tetrahedron, the cube (or
octahedron), and the pentagondodecahedron br ieosahedron) respectively. Their orders, i.e. the number of operations in each of them, are
12, 24, 60 respectively.

It can be shown by a relatively simple analysis that with the addition
of these three groups our table is complete:
5t

C

In

D',,

n

7'.

1, 2.

2.

.

)

3.

iv. p.

llu; is the modern euuivalent to the rihulaticln
the eenttr polyhedra
Ieel,. l hese urongs, ni parilenial the list three. .ne Iii ninielisets
.iitr:icti esuifluet br geoilie!rie investigation
What ttirther possibilities arise tI Improper rotations are ,lso druhtted
to our groups! Ihis question is best answered by making use
one quite
singular improper rotation, namely reflection in 0: it carries any point P
into its antipode 1" with respect to 0 hound by joinIng 1' with () and
prolonging the straight line PD by its own length: PD 01". This Operation 7 commutes with every rotation 5, /5 57. Now let 1' be one of
our finite groups oh proper rotations. One way of including improper
t

us the

1
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rotations is simply by adjoining Z, more
precisely by adding to the r
rotations S of I' all the improper rotations of the form 2S
(with S i

The order of the group I' = i'- Zr thus ohtained is clearly
twice U
F. Another way of including improper rotations arises from this situt
Suppose P is contained as a subgroup of index 2 in another
group
proper rotations: so that one-half of the elements of I" lie in F, call
S. and one-half. S. do not. Now replace these latter by the improper
tions Zr. In this manner you get a group fl' which contains r
whi
other half of its operations are improper. For instance, i' =
C is a
group of index 2 of r' = Dc; the operations 5' of Dc not contain
are Ihe IJinklappungen around the n horizontal axes. The corres
ing IS' are the reflections in the vertical planw. perpendicular to
axes. rhus D',t', consists
of Ihe rotations around the vertical axi:
angles of which are multiples of 360' ii, and of Ihe reflections in ye
planes through this axis forming angles of 360' in with each other.
might say that this is the group formerly denoted by D. Another e

pie, the simplest of all: F = C1 is contained in r -= C2. The
one oper

.7 of (t not contained in

C1 is

the rotation by I 80 about the ye

axis: ZS' is reflection in the horizontal plane through 0. Hence
C2
the group consisting of the identity and of the
reflection in a given r
in other words, the group to which bilateral symmetry refers.
The two ways described are the only ones by which improper
rota
may be included in our groups. Hence this is the complere table c
finite groups of c proper and improper) rotations:

'N.
Dc,

C2NC'$

D'C,

1Y,
1,

K',

I';

D'aMD'_

7,

W, P

(n=l, 2.3,

.

(a = 2, 3,

.

wr.

.

.)

The last group WT is made possible by the fact that
the tetrahedral g
T is a subgroup of index 2 of the octahedral

group W.

